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Introduction: Since the mid-20th century, the scientific community has substantially improved its understanding of the worldwide tobacco epidemic. Although significant progress has been made, the sheer enormity and scope of the global problem put it on track to take a billion lives this century. Curbing the epidemic will require maximizing the impact of proven tools as well as the development of new, breakthrough methods to help interrupt the spread of nicotine addiction and reduce the downstream morbidity.

Methods: Members of the Tobacco Action Committee of the American Thoracic Society queried bibliographic databases, including Medline, Embase, and the Cochrane Collaborative, to identify primary sources and reviews relevant to the epidemic. Exploded search terms were used to identify evidence, including tobacco, addiction, smoking, cigarettes, nicotine, and smoking cessation. Evidence was consolidated into three thematic areas: (1) determinants of risk, (2) maternal-fetal exposure, and (3) current tobacco users. Expert panel consensus regarding current gaps in understanding and recommendations for future research priorities was generated through iterative discussion.

Results: Although much has been accomplished, significant gaps in understanding remain. Implementation often lags well behind insight. This report identifies a number of investigative opportunities for significantly reducing the toll of tobacco use, including: (1) the need for novel, nonlinear models of population-based disease control; (2) refinement of "real-world" models of clinical intervention in trial design; and (3) understanding of mechanisms by which intrauterine smoke exposure may lead to persistent, tobacco-related chronic disease.

Discussion: In the coming era of tobacco research, pooled talent from multiple disciplines will be required to further illuminate the complex social, environmental and biological codeterminants of tobacco dependence.
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Overview

Though it may be difficult to fully appreciate through the lens of our 21st-century understanding, until a relatively short while ago, the impact of tobacco smoke on human health remained a matter of intense debate. Through careful observation and the concerted efforts of scientists from a number of disparate
fields, the relationship between tobacco smoke and lung cancer became progressively more clear, leading in turn to important insights about the nature of tobacco-related illnesses and their cures. Today, although we know volumes more about tobacco dependence, it has been difficult to implement a “cure” for this pervasive and tenacious problem.

In an effort to stimulate future concerted research efforts, the American Thoracic Society (ATS) undertook an analysis of the current state of understanding regarding the tobacco epidemic, exploring three areas of special relevance to the global spread of tobacco use and its resulting morbidity. First, understanding what makes a person vulnerable to tobacco dependence, in particular the social, economic, or cultural characteristics that perpetuate tobacco use, can help us improve the specificity of our interventions. Second, understanding the long-term physical and behavioral implications of in utero smoke exposure can help us develop a clearer picture of the pathogenesis of chronic illness. Finally, improving our ability to integrate up-to-date treatment information into practice is likely to improve our understanding of the ways in which healthcare systems may augment the effectiveness of ongoing public health interventions.

To this end, this report seeks to summarize the most important scientific observations since the last ATS statement on tobacco was produced, and to place them into the context of ongoing research needs. The report makes several key recommendations, including:

Determinants of Risk

- Despite the empirical success of public policies to reduce the prevalence of tobacco use, significant heterogeneity in implementation limits their effectiveness. Future research should identify the social scientific reasons that population-based policies, known to be effective, are not enacted or enforced. The importance of prevention cannot be overstated.
- Current models of system dynamics in tobacco control suggest nonlinear and interdependent influences on the prevalence of tobacco use. The complex character of the epidemic calls for the development of nontraditional metrics of effect when evaluating proposed population-based interventions.
- Tobacco use prevalence is markedly heterogeneous within the population, with evidence that disadvantaged or minority status may influence use in poorly understood ways. Efforts are warranted to better understand the complex influence of social stigma on individuals’ decision making regarding tobacco use.
- Although the impact of social norms on behaviors is clear, our understanding of the methods for facilitating diffusion of new norms remains incomplete. A focused effort to better understand the manner in which cultural shifts are adopted by a population is necessary for facilitating the epidemic’s transition through its terminal phases.

The Maternal-Fetal Unit

- Research should continue to focus on the developmental implications of intrauterine smoke exposure, with particular emphasis on the interrelatedness of various disturbances in microenvironment and the importance of exposure timing.
- Interesting epidemiologic associations suggest that the impact of intrauterine exposures may be experienced far beyond the perinatal period. An improved understanding of the mechanisms by which intrauterine smoke exposure may lead to persistent, perhaps heritable, epigenetic changes is of critical importance to the evolving paradigm of tobacco-related chronic disease.
- Future trials of tobacco-dependence treatment during pregnancy should be undertaken with risk–benefit valuations made under assumptions that include the global risks of in utero smoke exposure, including those that may be incurred decades after birth.

Current Tobacco Users

- In light of the evolving regulatory environment surrounding healthcare, work should be done to model the manner in which these complex systems experience and react to the interactions between multiple external motivators.
- There is evidence that efficacious healthcare policies may lose effectiveness due to suboptimal implementation strategies. Attention should be paid to understanding the factors that lead to “satisficed,” or bare minimum, responses to regulatory system requirements.
- The literature guiding tobacco-dependence training among future healthcare providers remains diffuse. Identifying the most appropriate position for tobacco training curriculum elements within our system of progressive responsibility is necessary to improve self-efficacy as well as alignment between educational methods and clinical skill levels.
- An understanding of the variable nature of nicotine dependence is evolving and is likely to improve our ability to individualize care. Future research efforts that have the potential to more precisely guide treatment decisions, based perhaps on novel biomarkers or other phenotypic characterizations, are warranted.
- The clinical utility of the treatment literature is limited by fidelity to methods that do not clearly reflect the dynamic, adaptive quality of real-world management or the lifelong nature of this chronic illness. Development of nonlinear, stochastic models of disease states, reflecting longitudinal patterns of tobacco use and control over the compulsion to smoke, are warranted.

Introduction

The epidemic of tobacco use in the United States has now been in progress for more than a century. At its peak in the 1960s, the majority of men and more than a third of women smoked cigarettes. There has been a dramatic decrease in the overall prevalence of tobacco use in the United States since the landmark 1964 Surgeon General’s Report on Tobacco and Health, declining from 43% in 1965 to about 18% in 2012 (1, 2). However, the decrease in prevalence in the United States
has been uneven and has given rise to stratified epidemics of tobacco use and tobacco-related disease. There are now marked regional differences in tobacco use as well as striking disparities in tobacco use across different segments of the population (1, 3). Given the potency of smoking as a cause of disease and premature death, smoking has become a major contributor to the poor health of many populations in the United States and worldwide.

At the global level, the epidemic of tobacco use is also changing rapidly. Although use has decreased in the United States and other high-income countries, it has increased globally, particularly in low- and middle-income countries. In 2014, most high-income countries were experiencing declining rates of smoking and smoking-related disease, whereas many low- and middle-income countries faced rising smoking rates and the inevitable increase in premature mortality and excess morbidity that follow. Absent marked and immediate changes in current use patterns, the World Health Organization estimates that tobacco use will kill one billion people in the 21st century, with 80% of the deaths occurring in low- and middle-income countries (4).

This truly staggering figure drives the global imperative to forcefully address the tobacco epidemic. On one hand, the World Health Organization’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) has provided a structured policy framework for reducing tobacco use throughout the world (5). On the other hand, there remain significant unexploited opportunities to amplify the impact of global policy initiatives through local action, both in the clinic and the laboratory. In an effort to “think globally while acting locally,” the Tobacco Action Committee of the ATS has consolidated the recent advances in tobacco treatment and control into a format accessible to both clinicians and investigators. The project goal was to summarize the available evidence, identify gaps in our understanding, and make recommendations for future research.

Methods

After approval of the project proposal, potential conflicts of interest were disclosed and vetted according to the policies and procedures of the ATS. Committee members worked in three writing groups based on expertise, each charged with assessing the state of current literature within three thematic areas: (1) determinants of risk, (2) the maternal–fetal unit, and (3) current tobacco users. Members searched several databases, including Medline, Embase, and the Cochrane Collaborative, to identify primary sources and reviews. Searches were limited to articles available in English and published since the prior statement of the ATS on tobacco was produced in 1996. Exploded search terms were used to identify the evidence, including terms such as tobacco, addiction, smoking, cigarettes, nicotine, and smoking cessation, in addition to key words unique to each thematic area.

Workgroup members synthesized their evidentiary summaries into a list of candidate topics suitable for inclusion in the final report. An iterative process was used through which the entire committee prioritized and roughly organized candidate topics into a cohesive presentation framework. Each committee member’s contribution was edited into an integrated draft, and final approval from the whole committee was obtained prior to publication.

Determinants of Risk

The prevalence of cigarette smoking among U.S. adults remains unacceptably high. Young people continue to experiment and become addicted. There is now a pronounced heterogeneity in tobacco use between members of various demographic groups (1). The basis for this heterogeneity is becoming increasingly well understood. An adaptation of the classic epidemiological triad of host, environment, and agent, linked by the vector, has been used to study these disparities (Figure 1A). When extended to tobacco dependence, the cigarette is the agent, the host is the candidate (or current) smoker, and the environment includes the array of inputs, or determinants, either promoting or opposing the propagation of tobacco dependence within the community. The industry is a true vector, both manufacturing the agent and dynamically...
altering the environment to favor the diffusion of tobacco dependence (Figure 1B). Other, richer models have also been proposed to represent the complexity of interaction between factors that influence smoking prevalence, with the determinants of risk having differential effects based on their prevalence and the degree to which they interact within the environment (1, 6, 7) (Figure 2).

**What We Know**

**Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender community.** There has been growing awareness that lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) persons constitute communities with distinct healthcare needs (8). An estimated 1.5 to 4.1% of the U.S. population aged 18 to 44 years presently self-identify as homosexual or bisexual. There is an increased prevalence in tobacco use in the LGBT community, with prevalence odds ratios between 1.5 and 2.5 when compared with their heterosexual counterparts (9). The disparity in smoking may be even more pronounced among sexual minority youths. A study by the Centers for Disease Control in nine states and some large urban areas found that current cigarette use ranges from 8 to 19% in heterosexual students, but 20 to 48% in gay and lesbian students (10). Culturally tailored smoking cessation programs have been shown to be effective in the LGBT population (11).

**People with mental illness.** It is estimated that 19.9% of adults in the United States 18 years or older, or 44 million people, have a mental illness (12). People with serious mental illness die 25 years prematurely, and prominent among their reported causes of death are tobacco-related heart disease, cancers, and lung disease. The prevalence of smoking among people with mental illness is 36.1%, nearly twice that of the general population (13). People with mental illness also smoke more cigarettes, accounting for an estimated 30.9% of sales in the United States. Interestingly, sociodemographic variation in smoking among people with a mental illness parallels that of the general population.

Although smoking contributes heavily to morbidity and mortality among the severely mentally ill, the effectiveness of cessation interventions in this group remains a matter of ongoing investigation. As a general rule, treatments that work in the overall population appear to also work in patients with severe mental illness. The magnitude of the anticipated treatment effect has been variously reported, with some estimates suggesting approximately equal effectiveness compared with the general population and others suggesting lower cessation rates in this group (14, 15). Treating tobacco dependence in patients with stable psychiatric conditions does not worsen control of their mental health (16, 17) and appears to be associated with a modest reduction in risk for mood/anxiety disorders (18, 19).

**People who are incarcerated.** Nearly 2.3 million adults were incarcerated in the United States in 2010 (20). Smoking rates are three to four times higher among prisoners than in the general population, with estimates as high as 80% among adult prisoners and 46% among those in juvenile detention facilities (21). Correctional facilities have established restrictions on smoking over the past 20 years, but these measures have not reduced smoking prevalence. Although programs and materials to assist with smoking cessation are generally unavailable in prisons, research has shown that treatment of tobacco dependence with behavioral counseling and nicotine replacement therapy is equally effective in women who are incarcerated as in the general population (22).

**Low-income and low-education populations.** According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 15% of the population, or 46.5 million people, lived below the federal poverty level in 2012 (23). The prevalence of current smoking is significantly higher among adults living below the federal poverty level than among those at or above this level (24). Among homeless adults, the prevalence is approximately 75%, perhaps in part reflecting the high prevalence of serious mental illness in this group (25). Smoking prevalence also varies greatly by educational level, highest among adults who have obtained a General Education Development certificate (49.1%) and lowest among adults with a graduate degree (5.6%) (24).

**Native American populations.** American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) populations have a higher prevalence of current smoking than most other racial and ethnic groups in the United States, although there is substantial variation among tribal groups (24). In 2011, 31.5% of AI/AN adults smoked, compared with 19.0% of all U.S. adults, higher among AI/AN men (34.4%) than among AI/AN women (29.1%).

**Military veterans.** Cigarette smoking has been recognized as a significant problem among both active members of the Armed Forces and veterans (26). The overall age-adjusted prevalence figures between 2003 and 2007 were 27% for veterans and 21% for nonveterans. Differences were even more striking when stratified by age. The highest prevalence was observed among the youngest veterans, with 37% of those born between 1985 and 1989 and 36% of those born between 1975 and 1984 smoking cigarettes.

**Adolescents.** Within several developed economies, recent estimates of adolescent tobacco use prevalence suggest an encouraging, continued decline, whereas progress made within developing economies remains less clear (27–30). Although a majority of effort has traditionally been dedicated to efforts to prevent initiation among young people, it is clear that many teenage smokers would like to quit and begin experiencing dependence symptoms within a short time of starting (31). Several behavioral modification approaches show promise, including those incorporating motivational enhancement methods and cognitive behavioral therapy (32). Pharmacologic interventions have been relatively disappointing, especially when compared with their impact on adult counterparts.

**Impact of tobacco industry practices.**

Aggressive integrated marketing and promotion by the tobacco industry, and images of smoking in the media, are major drivers of experimentation and initiation, as well as continued smoking (1, 6). Ten billion dollars per year—more than a million dollars per hour—are spent on tobacco marketing in the United States alone (1). A 2011 Cochrane review of 19 longitudinal studies, involving more than 29,000 individuals aged 18 years or younger who did not smoke regularly at baseline, found that tobacco advertising...
and promotion increase the likelihood that adolescents will start to smoke (33). In a cohort study of German youths aged 10 to 15 years who were never-smokers at baseline, the highest tertile of exposure was associated with a doubling of daily and established smoking rates compared with the lowest. Every 10 tobacco advertising contacts with a young person increased the adjusted relative risk for established smoking (≥100 cigarettes ever) by 38% and by 30% for daily smoking. There was no association with nontobacco advertising contact, indicating that exposure to tobacco advertising was not simply a marker for overall advertising exposure (34).

Point-of-sale advertising, cigarette displays, flavored small cigars, and retail promotions are currently less tightly regulated than other types of tobacco advertising and consequently emphasized by the industry (35). Young adults aged 18 to 24 years are twice as likely as older adults to make unplanned cigarette purchases in response to point-of-sale advertising (36, 37). There is a higher density of point-of-sale advertising in stores where youth frequently shop, including those close to schools and in low socioeconomic areas (38, 39). Targeted advertising to African Americans has been identified within tobacco industry documents, especially for menthol brands, with disproportionate exposure to outdoor and point-of-sale advertisements. African American students aged 11 to 15 years were three times more likely than other students to recognize the Newport brand and less likely to recognize Marlboro. Regardless of race, recognition of Newport cigarette advertising at baseline was associated with higher rates of smoking initiation within 12 months (40).

Perhaps most importantly, the Internet and social networking sites provide new, substantial, and inexpensive venues for tobacco advertisements and tailored imagery (41–43). Because cost is an important factor influencing tobacco use by youth, a majority of marketing dollars are used to lower the cost of cigarettes to consumers, particularly with price-reducing promotions and coupons (6, 36).

Tobacco imagery in film plays an important and well-established role in smoking initiation. The history of the industry’s efforts to place smoking within movies is well documented (44). Acknowledging substantial evidence from cross-sectional, longitudinal, and experimental studies, the U.S. Surgeon General’s 2012 report stated that “The evidence is sufficient to conclude that there is a causal relationship between depictions of smoking in the movies and the initiation of smoking among young people” (6, 7). Children 10 to 14 years old within the highest quartile of exposure were found to be 2.6 times more likely to initiate smoking as those in the lowest quartile (45). In a study conducted across six European countries, the estimated mean exposure to on-screen tobacco was 1,640 occurrences, with each 1,000
increasing the adjusted relative risk for smoking onset by 13% (46). An estimated 37 to 44% of adolescent smoking initiation has been attributed to exposure to smoking in movies, roughly 800,000 adolescents aged 12 to 17 years in 2012 alone (47). Despite the ban on paid placement of tobacco products imposed by the 1998 Master Settlement Agreement, and resolutions by the National Association of Attorneys General calling for a reduction of tobacco depictions in feature films, smoking in youth-rated films increased 38% from 2013 to 2014, resulting in 10.8 billion tobacco impressions (paid admissions X tobacco incidents) (48, 49). The number of viewed incidents increases exponentially when international markets and other film venues are considered.

Personal relevance may moderate the impact of tobacco use depictions on smoking initiation (50). African American youth see more tobacco use in mainstream media than do white youth but are less responsive to it, unless it is connected with African American-oriented themes or characters (51, 52). Among Mexican-born youth, exposure to smoking imagery in movies is a strong independent predictor of initiation, more so than for U.S.-born Mexican American youth, possibly related to the acculturation process (53). Media have been shown to be more influential among adolescents at low to moderate risk for smoking rather than at either extreme (52).

The vulnerability of youth. Smoking initiation is generally defined as the first instance of cigarette smoking, ranging from a single puff to an entire cigarette. In the United States, almost 90% of those who move on to smoking regularly have their initial experience with smoking before age 18 years and another 10% by 25 years (1). During the transition period to adulthood, before psychosocial skills are fully mature and while the brain is most developmentally plastic, a young person’s limitations in consequential thinking and decision making can be associated with impulsivity and risk taking. The confluence of youthful experimentation and neuronal susceptibility to the trophic effects of nicotine increases adolescents’ risk of developing lifelong addiction. The tobacco industry has long taken advantage of this window of vulnerability through its marketing strategies (6). The most susceptible 10% lose autonomy over tobacco use within 2 days of first inhaling, and 50% of those who develop dependence do so by the time they are smoking two cigarettes a day (54). In 2012, the prevalence of current cigarette use among middle and high school students in the United States was 3.5 and 14.0%, respectively, whereas the prevalence of current tobacco use was 6.7 and 23.3%, respectively (55). Noncigarette tobacco products, such as candy-flavored cigars and electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes), often cost less and are increasingly popular, raising concerns that they may lead to cigarette smoking. Although these products are not yet regulated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the agency recently issued a proposed rule extending its regulatory authority to include alternative tobacco products not already under the authority of the FDA (i.e., e-cigarettes, cigars, pipe tobacco, nicotine gels, hookah tobacco, and dissolvables) (56).

Social determinants of health. Several important social determinants of health are also believed to influence tobacco use and are commonly encountered among underrepresented minority populations. The importance of stigma—the labeling, stereotyping, separation, status loss and discrimination that occurs within a context in which power is exercised—is increasingly recognized. It is pervasive, negatively impacts social relationships and coping mechanisms and has been associated with increased rates of smoking (57). Social stressors, such as low socioeconomic status, unemployment, and lack of health insurance, cross racial, ethnic, and geographic lines. The 2000 Surgeon General’s Report noted the impact of the “tobacco industry’s practice of targeting cultural and ethnic minorities through product development, packaging, pricing, advertising and promotional activities” as a marketing strategy that provides validation to marginalized individuals and communities (58).

Lesbian women and gay men smoke cigarettes at nearly twice the rate of their heterosexual counterparts (1, 59). Bisexual and transgender people may smoke at even higher rates, but data are limited. Sexual minority youths start smoking at younger ages, and young lesbian women smoke more cigarettes per day and have higher levels of nicotine dependence than heterosexual women (60). Proposed reasons for the disparities include higher rates of stigmatization, discrimination, stress, social rejection and lack of support, childhood adversity (including being bullied), violence victimization, depression, internalized homophobia, targeted marketing by the tobacco industry, and unequal access to healthcare (57, 59, 61–63). LGBT youth encounter various levels of acceptance within their families and communities and experience high rates of homelessness (64). There is no available evidence or theoretical framework that suggests sexual orientation/identity in itself causes tobacco-related disparities (59).

As confirmed by internal documents, the tobacco industry has engaged in targeted marketing of sexual minorities since the 1990s, with campaigns including Project SCUM (Sub-Culture Urban Marketing), advertising in LGBT magazines, sponsoring LGBT activities, and providing free cigarettes in LGBT venues (65). Sexual minorities have been seldom reflected in mainstream media, and the social acknowledgment, validation, and legitimization provided through marketing have been powerful tools, seen by some LGBT people as a benefit that more than offsets tobacco’s ill-health effects (65–67). Ads emphasize liberation, pride, individualism, social success and acceptance. LGBT publications have had fewer funding/advertising sources than mainstream media and have relied more on the tobacco industry for support. Publications containing tobacco advertising are less likely to include information on the health risks of tobacco and contain more images of people smoking in general. Sexual minorities are often unaware of disproportionate smoking rates or of targeting by the tobacco industry (47).

More than nine million adults (2–3%) in the United States self-identify as LGBT (59). Improving the health of lesbian, gay, and bisexual individuals is a goal of Healthy People 2020, yet the Institute of Medicine has highlighted the paucity of guiding data, especially for bisexual and transgender populations (68). Rates at which people refuse to answer questions on sexual orientation and gender identity are low. Yet, only 12 states have included such questions in their Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System surveys. No
states in the U.S. South, where smoking rates are higher than in other parts of the United States, include these items (59). The omission of sexual orientation and gender identity questions in most U.S. state and federal health surveillance programs, especially for youth, has impeded efforts to determine and eliminate disparities.

Variation in nicotine’s addictive potential. Nicotine is delivered in the tobacco smoke aerosol at a high concentration. Recent work suggests that variations in nicotinic cholinergic receptors influence the addictive liability of nicotine (1, 69). The extent to which genetic and other biologic factors contribute to observed subpopulation disparities remains under investigation. Exposure to nicotine leads to tolerance, driven by a variety of functional changes within the brain (69–71). Patients experience a wide variety of withdrawal symptoms and display significant variability in addictive behaviors as a result (72).

Novel approaches to tobacco control. Because initiation occurs during adolescence for most people, preferred media for social networking may be effective for promoting abstinence from smoking. The landmark National Cancer Institute report on the role of mass media in controlling tobacco use suggests that exposures eliciting a strong adverse negative response to smoking reduce smoking initiation and alter young people’s attitudes toward smoking (7). Whether the interpersonal connections and group affiliations reinforced by social media impact can also influence quit decision making remains unclear. Exposure to Internet tobacco advertising and promotion is associated with an adolescent’s decision to initiate smoking (33). The evidence is strengthened by an apparent dose–response and temporal relationship and consistency of effect across multiple observational studies (7, 73–75).

Images typically depicting either adverse health consequences of cigarette smoking, such as lung cancer, tracheotomy, and cachexia, or surrealistic portrayals of offensive aspects of smoking, such as a gravid abdomen with a cigarette protruding from the umbilicus, have been placed at point-of-sale sites. Positive results, including increased awareness of health risks and increased thoughts of quitting, have been reported (76).

Pictorial warnings on cigarette packages have been advocated as a strategy to increase the motivation to quit among active smokers (77). In 2005, the World Health Organization mandated health warnings on tobacco packages sold in countries that ratified the FCTC (78). Such warnings should cover at least 30% of the package surface area and be “large, clear, visible, and legible.” Although the United States did not ratify the FCTC, the FDA did require that colored graphic warnings cover 50% of the front and back of each cigarette package sold and 20% of cigarette advertisements displayed in the United States, under authority of the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act. This policy was consistent with those previously implemented in Canada, Australia, Brazil, and Thailand. A 2011 legal challenge by five tobacco manufacturers, partially upheld on appeal, was decided in favor of the tobacco companies because the government’s graphic warning requirements lacked a sufficient evidentiary basis (79). Australia, on the other hand, has implemented policies requiring cigarette companies to use uniform plain packaging, without any obvious brand signatures, because brand identification contributes to initiation and maintenance of smoking behaviors (80). Pilot studies suggest a reduction in smoking interest and a heightened awareness of negative health implications among youth exposed to such packaging (81).

What We Need to Know

There is growing evidence that some individuals are more susceptible to the harmful effects of tobacco than others, either because of cooccurring genetic or environmental risks or because of underlying comorbid conditions. In the future, we may be able to characterize the at-risk groups more fully using genetic approaches. The changing face of the tobacco epidemic, from one affecting the population as a whole to one that especially affects specific segments of the population, is a major contributor to health inequality in the United States and other high-income countries. The contribution of smoking to health disparities warrants further study and should motivate a reexamination of relevant public health strategies.

The 2000 Surgeon General’s report advised that economic, regulatory, and comprehensive approaches will have the greatest population impact on tobacco use (58). Protective interventions such as counter-advertising, increasing the price of tobacco products, and global bans on all forms of advertising, promotion, and sponsorship, would go far in reducing smoking initiation (1, 4, 6, 36, 82). Gaps remaining include an understanding of how health system interventions might be brought to bear to more effectively contribute to reductions in initiation and maintenance rates, alongside improvements in cessation rates. Ample insights are available to guide a substantial decrease in the number of people who start smoking, yet very few effective policies have been broadly enacted. Important areas for future research should include determining the social scientific reasons that such policies are not already in place and/or enforced, including identifying barriers to remedying a global political environment permissive of ongoing tobacco industry efforts to addict young people to nicotine.

Research opportunities for augmenting ongoing tobacco control efforts must account for the special nature of the relationship between the multiple “players” acting across various levels of societal organization (Figure 2). This underlying complexity may call for investigation of nonlinear responses to the epidemic, using novel or nontraditional metrics of effect. For example, a deeper understanding of the ways in which widely disseminated prevention messages may adversely impact the stigma experienced by disparate populations, and later affect their rates of engagement with medical treatment for tobacco dependence, may inform a strategic approach to capitalize on the complex interplay between the biological, social, and environmental determinants of smoking.

The system inputs that influence tobacco use are dynamic and interactive and are not necessarily linear. These chaotic relationships raise the possibility that policies may result in consequences not anticipated under linear assumptions. This type of nonlinear behavior change was popularized by Gladwell in The Tipping Point (83) and was the topic of the National Cancer Institute’s Monograph 18, Greater than the Sum (84). Robust
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relational models should become the basis for computational representations of the mechanisms by which individuals within a population cross important “state thresholds” and should inform more stochastic, nonlinear models of state transitions within populations.

The 1964 report of the Advisory Committee to the Surgeon General identified smoking as a cause of lung cancer and other diseases as well as increased all-cause mortality (85). The inference of causation was based on the strength of the accumulated evidence and motivated widespread public action. Similarly, the 1986 determination that involuntary smoking caused lung cancer in never smokers motivated indoor smoking bans and other measures (86). We do not yet adequately understand the manner in which these shifts in thinking were culturally adopted or the manner in which they impacted the population’s transitions through important threshold states. A better model would be valuable in accelerating successes while avoiding failures. Future tobacco control research priorities could be targeted strategically, potentially designed to move populations toward a target threshold rather than using single linear outcome.  

Maternal Tobacco Exposures during Pregnancy

A pregnant woman who smokes, smokes for two. Maternal smoking during pregnancy results in fetal exposure to tobacco smoke constituents 20 times higher than from exposure to secondhand smoke later in life and is likely to have lifelong consequences for the child (87). Fetal smoke exposure can lead to premature birth (88), low birth weight (87, 89), and a variety of birth defects (90). It appears to double the risk for sudden infant death syndrome, possibly by increasing the inner wall thickness of lower airways (91, 92).

The effects of maternal tobacco exposure during pregnancy may be difficult to discriminate from the impact of secondhand smoke exposure during infancy and early childhood, as smoking during pregnancy frequently continues afterward. Interestingly, studies support the notion that in utero smoke exposure may have an important impact on lung function during childhood, as does secondhand smoke exposure after birth (93).

What We Know

Consequences for the child. Measurements of lung function within 2 to 5 days of birth suggest a dose-dependent reduction in both tidal breathing, as estimated by the ratio of time to reach peak tidal expiratory flow to the total expiratory time, and passive respiratory mechanics, such as respiratory system compliance (94, 95). Studies of lung function measured later in life also suggested that smoking during pregnancy had a substantial detrimental and long-lasting effect (93). This pattern suggests that there is a window of susceptibility during pregnancy, within which the influence of maternal smoking on the fetus/child’s lung development both in utero and later in life is greatest, supporting the hypothesis of an early origin of risk for adult respiratory disease.

There appear to be several mechanisms through which maternal smoking during pregnancy affects lung function in the newborn and later. Postmortem studies of victims of sudden infant death syndrome have found significantly increased inner airway wall thickness, with collagen deposition and alveolar tethering, among the children of smoking mothers compared with similar children of nonsmoking mothers (92). In animal models of fetal lung development, in utero exposure to nicotine increased pulmonary expression of the a-7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptors, resulting in impaired alveolar development, altered branching morphogenesis, and altered newborn pulmonary function (96–100). Analogous human epidemiologic findings include observations that in utero tobacco smoke exposure appeared to synergistically affect the decline in lung function experienced by children with early-onset asthma. The absolute differences in forced expiratory flow in the midexpiratory phase associated with in utero smoke exposure increased with age among children diagnosed with early-onset asthma, although little evidence of an effect of secondhand exposure alone was identified when the children were followed until 8 years of age (101).

Single nucleotide polymorphisms of the β2-adrenergic receptor gene appear to interact with exposure to maternal smoking to influence respiratory outcomes. Children homozygous for the Arg16 allele who were also exposed to smoke in utero had a threefold increase of lifetime wheeze, suggesting important early developmental environment–gene interactions may reduce lung function long term (102). Fetal smoke exposure has also been found to relate to several epigenetic changes, including increased DNA methylation of the AXL tyrosine kinase receptor, relevant to immune function and the development of allergic disease (103). These subtle but important changes appear to persist for years after birth. DNA methylation of blood mononuclear cells was found to be statistically significantly associated with a history of maternal smoking during pregnancy among adult women in their fifth decade of life within a New York City birth cohort (104). Changes in DNA methylation resulting from in utero smoke exposure may represent one plausible mechanism by which early exposure affects risk of illness much later in life. The possibility that these epigenetic risk factors for respiratory illness could be inherited through generations has been proposed (105).

Smokeless tobacco products and electronic nicotine delivery systems (e-cigarettes) are presently being heavily marketed around the world. Oral tobacco products such as snuff have increased in use among adolescents in the United States and Scandinavia, although they are forbidden within the European Union. The increased use of these alternative products among adolescents and women of childbearing age is a growing concern, in part because substitution of these products in place of cigarettes and in lieu of abstinence may in fact cause an increase in in utero exposure to nicotinic products. There is a paucity of direct data about the intrauterine delivery of nicotine from snuff or e-cigarettes or the effects of their use on the developing fetus. Moist snuff, also known as snus, has been associated with an increased risk of spontaneous preterm birth, particularly before 32 weeks’ gestation, suggesting a significant fetal exposure (106).

Consequences for the mother.
Maternal smoking during pregnancy is associated with a number of important demographic covariates, including
younger age, lower socioeconomic status, and lower education levels. Compared with women in their respective reference groups, women who smoke during pregnancy are also more likely to have a greater number of children, an active history of drug or alcohol use, substandard prenatal care, an absent partner, or a partner who smokes (107–109). Age at pregnancy has a significant influence on the observed racial/ethnic disparities in antepartum smoking, with prevalence in younger non-Hispanic whites (46.4%), Alaska Natives (55.6%), and American Indians (46.9%) considerably higher than observed in their older counterparts (110).

Pregnant women who smoke are at risk of ectopic pregnancies, spontaneous abortions, placental abruption, placenta previa, and other pregnancy complications (108, 111, 112). Ectopic pregnancies account for approximately 10% of maternal deaths in the United States (113). Pelvic inflammatory disease is an important risk factor for ectopic pregnancies. Cigarette smoking appears to be an independent risk factor for ectopic pregnancy as well as a risk factor for pelvic inflammatory disease (113, 114).

Spontaneous abortions associated with cigarette smoking may be due to the toxic effect of nicotine, carbon monoxide, and other constituents of tobacco smoke (112). Although many studies have found an association, the strength of the association is modest (112). The estimated relative risk ranges from 1.0 to 1.8, and only a few studies have found a significant dose–response relationship (114, 115). Placental abruption, with a prevalence ranging from 0.4 to 2.0% in the United States, is more strongly associated with cigarette smoking (114). A Canadian study found that women who smoked during pregnancy had a relative risk of placental abruption of 2.05 (95% confidence interval, 1.75–2.40) compared with nonsmokers, independent of parity (116). Multiple mechanisms may be involved, but it is believed that the decreased levels of ascorbic acid in smokers, important for collagen synthesis, may predispose maternal smokers to ruptured membranes and early separation of placenta from the uterine wall (115, 117).

It has been postulated that the association between placenta previa and cigarette smoking may relate to increased levels of carbon monoxide in maternal blood and a relatively hypoxemic microenvironment that results in placental enlargement (115). The reported magnitude of the association varies, with relative risks of 1.5 to 3.0 (114, 116). Women whose pregnancies are complicated by placenta previa are also at increased risk of severe vaginal bleeding, both ante partum and during delivery (112, 114, 118).

On a molecular level, women who smoke during pregnancy increase their risk of oxidative DNA damage (119). Oxidation damage is an important mechanism of carcinogenesis, and the metabolites produced can be transferred to the fetus (119). Smoking enhances lipid peroxidation and depletes the antioxidant potential of β-carotene, vitamin A, vitamin E, and uric acid in both the plasma of pregnant women and umbilical cord blood, perhaps resulting in free radical damage to both the mother and the growing fetus (120). Smoking also increases plasma lead concentrations in the mother, with a negative effect on the transplacental flow of micronutrients and an adverse influence on both intrauterine and childhood development (121). Plasma lead levels correlate with the intensity of cigarette smoking among the pregnant women studied and may be a result of mobilization of calcium from the bone with simultaneous release of lead deposited in the bone. Metabolism of developing bone may also be affected by an associated increase in parathyroid hormone and alkaline phosphatase (122).

Cigarette smoking has a negative influence on breast milk volume after birth, with nonsmoking mothers producing more than 30% more breast milk than smoking mothers (mean, 961 ml/d vs. 693 ml/d, respectively) (123). A lower infant growth rate among the children of smoking mothers has been hypothesized to be connected to this difference, with breast milk volumes perhaps insufficient to support the energy requirements of the infants (123). A number of cytokines typically found in human breast milk were not present in the milk of smoking mothers, leading some to hypothesize a mechanistic relationship to the observed increase in the newborns’ susceptibility to infections (124).

More than 50% of smoking women do not quit smoking during pregnancy (125). Those who quit do so primarily out of concerns over fetal and infant health and typically begin abstinence early in pregnancy (112, 114, 118). Given the multiple prenatal visits to a healthcare professional, pregnancy may be a teachable moment and an ideal time for smoking cessation interventions. A Cochrane review of 72 trials of approaches to treatment of tobacco dependence in this population suggested that the most common interventions were based on cognitive behavioral therapy, followed by transtheoretical model of change, feedback, incentives, and pharmacotherapy (126). The authors concluded that these types of interventions are effective in promoting maternal cessation and reducing preterm and low-birth-weight births, with an increase in mean birth weight of 53.91 g. However, there appeared to be no statistically significant differences in neonatal intensive care unit admissions, very low birth weight, stillbirths, or perinatal or neonatal mortality.

What We Need to Know
It is becoming increasingly clear that the impact of maternal tobacco exposure on fetal development extends well beyond acute concerns such as placental blood flow and fetal cardiovascular tone. The introduction of smoke and its constituents into the maternal–fetal relationship fundamentally alters the environment within which the processes of development take place and demands an adaptive response that has implications during early life, adulthood, and conceivably for subsequent generations. Research should continue to focus on the developmental implications of intrauterine smoke exposure, with particular emphasis on the interrelatedness of disturbances in microenvironment and the impact of timing of exposure. Although it seems there may be particularly vulnerable periods during development, the interactions between the timing of exposure, the sequence of downstream biological effects, and the development of serious and/or lifelong consequences remain unclear. One particularly promising model shedding light on the complex relationship between in utero smoke exposure and subsequent illness is highlighted in our understanding of lung development.
development and lung function decline. What are the implications on how we think about the origins of adult respiratory diseases like chronic obstructive pulmonary disease?

There is increasing evidence that intrauterine smoke exposure leads to persistent, perhaps heritable, epigenetic changes. Although most women who stop smoking during pregnancy do so out of concern for their developing baby, it remains unclear whether the influence of tobacco smoke exposure extends farther back, even before pregnancy, or whether a cumulative generational effect may contribute to observed subgroup disparities in health outcomes.

Although investigating the basis of pathogenesis is important, more can be done to develop better integrated and collaborative approaches to controlling tobacco dependence within this critical subgroup of smokers. Pragmatism has required that pharmacotherapeutic clinical trials exclude pregnant women from enrollment. This trend has recently changed, and the forward-looking focus on trials of pharmacotherapies during pregnancy is encouraging (127). Future trials should be undertaken with risk–benefit valuations made under assumptions that include the global risks of in utero smoke exposure, including those that may be incurred decades after birth. We need to further explore and describe the biological, social, and cultural factors that influence smoking behavior during this critical time and use this insight to develop novel approaches to improving cessation rates among pregnant women.

Caring for Current Smokers

Despite the availability of well-developed clinical practice guidelines, fewer U.S. healthcare providers are offering tobacco-dependence counseling today than a decade ago (128, 129). The proportions of practitioners who provided counseling in 2000 and 2005 were 53.3 and 58.9% respectively, but declined to 50% in 2010. Data from the U.S. National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey suggested that tobacco-dependent patients were less likely to receive treatment for their condition than patients with other chronic conditions (130). The overwhelming health impact of tobacco use coupled with the evidence suggesting that healthcare providers can positively influence their patients’ ability to quit imply a stark need for meaningful tobacco treatment education. Clinicians with the knowledge base and demonstrated ability to implement evidenced-based strategies may facilitate a decrease in smoking rates, reduce the rates of tobacco-related illnesses, and lower the costs associated with treating these comorbid conditions.

Smokers who receive advice from a healthcare professional about cessation are more likely to make a quit attempt than those who do not (131). In addition, smokers whose primary care physicians counseled them about their tobacco use reported increased satisfaction with their care, in degrees directly proportional to the number of counseling interventions received (132). Although some individuals are able to quit smoking without assistance, the combination of counseling and medications more than doubles quit success (128). Tobacco treatment support systems have been embedded into electronic health records and have successfully augmented provider efforts to screen patients for tobacco use at every encounter (133).

What We Know

Barriers to patient engagement in tobacco-dependence treatment. Tobacco users perceive obstacles to quitting and consequently are less apt to make quit attempts or consult their healthcare provider for assistance. Internationally, a number of studies have identified several important barriers to quitting, including patients’ self-doubt regarding their ability to quit, concern over loss of their stress reliever, fear of weight gain, lack of knowledge related to available support, the high cost of nicotine replacement therapy, and anticipated continuing exposure to tobacco use through personal relationships (134, 135). Some identified obstacles to cessation attempts can be directly influenced by clinicians, including patients’ concerns over the safety and effectiveness of nicotine replacement therapy and their concerns about being unfairly judged by healthcare providers, policy makers, and those who do not use tobacco (136, 137).

The impact and significance of these barriers appear to vary between demographic groups. In a survey of nearly 8,000 U.S. adults, women were more likely than men to report loss of their preferred stress-relief method, concerns about cravings, and the potential for weight gain as their most important perceived barriers to quitting (138). Younger smokers were more likely to express concern about disruption in social relationships than older counterparts. Concerns over cravings and withdrawal symptoms were associated with heavier rates of smoking. Similar concerns persist, whether the counseling is delivered in person or by telephone (139).

Barriers to clinician engagement in tobacco-dependence treatment. Physicians in 16 countries were interviewed to determine their smoking status, attitudes toward smoking, and practice regarding tobacco-dependence treatment (140). Physicians who smoked were less likely to discuss tobacco use at every visit and believed that patient barriers were related to a lack of willpower or interest. Nonsmoking physicians were more likely to view smoking as a harmful activity and quitting as the single most important step to improve health. Nonsmokers were also more likely to use a systematic approach to delivering tobacco-dependence treatment, including counseling and medication recommendations. In a study of Chinese physicians, “gifting” of cigarettes to doctors was reported as an additional
barrier to providing tobacco-dependence treatment (141).

The impact of life experience on clinician decision making is not limited to physicians. A national study surveying several types of practitioners in the United States confirmed that nonphysician providers were also significantly less likely to offer tobacco-dependence treatment if they were current smokers (142). Other barriers to treatment included feeling discomfort when asking about tobacco use, holding the opinion that counseling was not an appropriate service for them to provide, dealing with competing priorities, and believing that patients would resist advice. General practitioners cite limited time, insufficient training, and lack of reimbursement for counseling, in addition to their self-perceived lack of knowledge and skill in dealing effectively with tobacco-dependent patients (143).

The distinction between smoking cessation and treatment of tobacco dependence. The implications of the language we have adopted to describe the change in status from tobacco user to nonuser are not subtle. Inherent in the terms are explicit assignments of responsibility. The noun “cessation” refers exclusively to the tobacco user, whereas the noun “treatment” refers to the joint responsibilities of both patient and clinician. Word choices provide important clues to the cultural assumptions and presuppositions that may be affecting our approach to the problem.

It is clear that beliefs regarding illness causation, and subsequent inferences about culpability in the matter, profoundly influence the willingness to invest effort in giving help (144). In the “sin-versus-sickness” framework of social motivation, the notion of causal controllability is defined as the capacity of individuals to volitionally alter the causes of illness. Impressions of causal controllability are often instinctive and need not align with rational or expressed understanding. Perceived failures are often accompanied by an instinctive attribution of causality. If the failure is attributed to environmental or social causes, judgments that follow are generally accompanied by emotions of pity or sympathy. If, however, attribution is to the individual’s constitutional traits, judgment is often accompanied by anger or frustration. The degree to which instinctive impressions of causal controllability affect caregiver behaviors depends on whether the patient is perceived as participating in their cure as well as the extent to which they resemble or are familiar to us (i.e., the degree to which we can empathize with their position) (145). Observations of providers’ approach to individuals with stigmatized condition, such as AIDS, drug addiction, and obesity, suggest that the implications of causal controllability are resolvable, requiring first recognition of the effect followed by a conscious refutation of the emotional consequences (144, 146, 147).

Tobacco dependence as a chronic illness. Nicotine is a naturally occurring alkaloid that binds to nicotinic cholinergic receptors in the brain, leading to the development of dependence (69). The nicotine in cigarette smoke is suspended in both the particulate and gaseous phases of the aerosol. The addition of several compounds, including ammonia, to the tobacco leaf during production increases the fraction of nicotine in the freebase form (148, 149). Because freebase nicotine is more readily volatilized, it can be deposited across the large surface area of the airways and alveoli. Pharmacokinetics of central nervous system (CNS) delivery depend heavily on the proportion of nicotine elaborated in freebase form when the tobacco is heated (150, 151). The nicotine in a puff of smoke reaches the brain as quickly as 10 seconds after inhalation, giving the smoker an immediate dose and producing relief of craving (152).

The neurophysiologic consequences of sustained nicotine exposure are protean (69). Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors are located in all areas of the mammalian brain, but the main effectors of addiction are particularly concentrated in the mesolimbic dopaminergic system and the locus ceruleus (153). These sites are of critical importance to basic survival functions of the organism. The mesolimbic dopaminergic system plays a central role in orchestrating survival behaviors by activating an instinctual “appetitive” state, motivating goal-directed behaviors and influencing the cognitive processes necessary for overcoming barriers to gratification of the instinct (154). Because nicotine has the ability to act as an exogenous ligand, it reliably activates endogenous cholinergic receptors in the survival centers of the brain, creating a powerful but artificial safety signal. Its ability to hijack fundamental survival systems makes nicotine one of the most potent neuropharmacologic drugs of abuse, more capable of compelling behavior than “classic” drugs of abuse, including cocaine, amphetamine, and morphine (155). In the clinic, tobacco dependence is manifest in patients’ instinctive compulsion to smoke despite rational reasons not to.

Dependence results from the interaction between a defined biochemistry and the physical determinants of disease, in a manner similar to that of other chronic medical conditions (128, 156). Demonstrable behaviors have been associated with alterations in CNS structure and function (70, 157). For example, specific single nucleotide polymorphisms have been associated with the predisposition to smoking initiation, maintenance patterns of cigarette use, and the ability to stop using tobacco (158). Biological variations in the susceptibility to nicotine dependence is amplified by the fact that the onset of regular cigarette use typically occurs during adolescence, a time when the brain is in a state of high plasticity (6).

Within about 10 days of daily cigarette use, the α4β2 nicotinic acetylcholine receptors in the CNS have desensitized (159), and their density has increased two-to threefold (160–166). Nicotine increases the tone of several neurotransmitter systems, including dopamine, norepinephrine, acetylcholine, glutamate, vasopressin, serotonin, γ-aminobutyric acid, and β-endorphins (167, 168). Several animal species, including humans, will self-administer intravenous nicotine in a variety of experimental paradigms, including forced-choice experiences in which they choose nicotine over food (169–177). Nicotine relieves nicotine withdrawal symptoms in abstaining smokers, improves cognitive function in nonsmoking adults (178), and appears to have therapeutic effects in neurodegenerative diseases (179, 180), attention disorders (181), and inflammatory bowel disease (182, 183).

When a person stops smoking abruptly (i.e., “cold turkey”), α4β2-receptor desensitization results in nicotine withdrawal symptoms that are proportional to antecedent objective
measures of dependence severity (184). Nicotine withdrawal can be reliably produced in a number of animal models (185, 186). In humans, symptoms may include anxiety, impaired cognition, difficulty concentrating, irritability, restlessness, depression, or cigarette craving (156, 185, 187–189).

The withdrawal syndrome may directly cause relapse, even after many years of being tobacco free (190–194). In the absence of pharmacotherapy, relapse is often precipitous. More than half of all relapse occurs within 14 days of tobacco use discontinuation, 76% within 30 days, and 96 to 97% within a year (70, 195–197). Approximately 75% of individuals seeking assistance from a physician can be characterized as highly nicotine dependent, up from about 50% in 1990 (198). Consequently, these “hardened” patients are likely to require more intensive treatment, including higher-dose pharmacotherapy, combination pharmacotherapy, more frequent office visits, and longer follow up to control the compulsion to smoke (199).

Tobacco dependence can be effectively addressed within the clinic (128, 156, 200–202). The essential clinical paradox is that, although all FDA-approved tobacco-dependence medications are effective in producing abstinence in a dose-dependent fashion (203, 204), practical effectiveness appears to have recently declined because of issues such as underdosing, poor product use technique, and lack of physician guidance (205–207). Attention to proper dosing, treatment duration, and individualized combination pharmacotherapy strategies, coupled with advice to assuage patient concerns regarding side effects (208), can boost abstinence rates from 3 to 6% for unsupported cold-turkey attempts (70, 195, 197) to nearly 60% with full multimodal assistance (209–213).

Novel approaches to treatment and assistance. Multiple venues for potential smoking cessation activities have emerged on social media, particularly Twitter and Facebook. Very little information exists on their relative effectiveness, especially regarding the impact on specific demographic groups like young smokers. Hundreds of cessation apps with content consistent with U.S. Public Health Service Guidelines are available for the two major smartphone platforms (214). No systematic review of the required characteristics or effectiveness of smartphone apps is available. However, early data suggest that mobile devices are feasible for delivering cessation support but appear to move smokers toward quitting less quickly than simple text messaging (215).

The e-cigarette is an emerging phenomenon that is becoming increasingly popular worldwide. This family of devices can generally be described as battery-powered electronic nicotine delivery systems that are made to look very similar to conventional cigarettes, so that users can emulate the smoking behavior (216). Because the e-cigarette does not require “traditional” combustion, it has been frequently postulated that smokers who decide to switch to e-cigarettes instead of continuing to smoke would achieve large health gains (217). Although the device is not overtly marketed as a cessation aid, the majority of e-cigarette use is in an effort to quit or replace cigarettes (218). One-third of respondents explicitly believed them to be safer than conventional cigarettes, and more than 40% indirectly rated them as an acceptable alternative to cigarettes (219–221). The number of U.S. users reached an estimated 2.5 million in 2012, doubling the 2010 estimate (222).

Even if the e-cigarette has the ability to successfully reduce the risk of harm from smoking for individuals within the population, it may still cause harm when viewed from a broader, population perspective. Perhaps most troubling in this regard is the observation that e-cigarette use among U.S. middle and high school students has steadily risen, causing concerns that the device may function as a “gateway” to adolescent nicotine addiction (55, 223). The widespread availability of the device, and its ability to recreate salient cues to smoke, may also trigger smokers trying to quit to continue behaviors that reduce their likelihood of abstinence or trigger former smokers back to behaviors that increase the risk of relapse. For example, in a cross-sectional survey of current or recently former smokers across the United States, no association could be detected between ever use of e-cigarettes and “successful quitter” status, whereas a significant association was identified with “unsuccessful quitter” status (224). Among callers to U.S. quitlines, postintervention follow-up data suggests that e-cigarette use, even for less than 1 month, was significantly associated with a lower likelihood of abstinence 7 months after conventional treatment (218).

Although the overall population impact of e-cigarettes remains uncertain, the potential for alternative nicotine delivery devices to improve the public health is being actively explored (225). Traditional smokeless tobacco has been advocated for harm reduction because it can deliver as much nicotine as cigarettes. However, the products contain significant amounts of carcinogenic nitrosamines and have not yet been proven to promote cessation from cigarettes, raising concern that dual use of smokeless tobacco and cigarettes may inhibit or delay efforts to stop smoking. Newer oral dissolvable tobacco products contain lower levels of toxicants than other smokeless tobacco but deliver much less nicotine and have not been popular with consumers. Norwegian men who used moist snuff (snus) at 16 years of age had an increased risk of smoking 3 years later (226). Dual use of snus and cigarettes was significantly more likely than snus alone, suggesting that snus use in adolescence increases the risk of later smoking. Similar observations regarding alternative tobacco products have been reported from Sweden and the United States (227, 228).

Mindfulness training, based on Buddhist meditative practices of attentiveness, nonjudgmental awareness, and self-acceptance, is effective as a stress-reducing method that tempers psychological stress and improves the sense of well-being (229, 230). This practice may also help people interrupt the harmful automatic behaviors that underlie addiction (231). A preliminary trial of mindfulness training versus standard behavior modification counseling suggested improved abstinence at Week 17 of follow-up (232).

What We Need to Know

Barriers to engagement limit the healthcare system’s ability to fundamentally affect tobacco use prevalence and augment the gains achieved in public health over the past 50 years. Some of these obstacles are practical, likely to be solved with due attention to system organization. Interest in systems innovation and dissemination...
of new standards is high and is likely to yield further insights into the practical impediments to care. Future work should attempt to understand how complex systems such as healthcare are likely to experience interactions between multiple external drivers. Are they additive? Are some policy combinations infeasible, or counterproductive to broader goals? In addition, attention should be paid to understanding the factors that lead to “satisfied,” or bare minimum, responses to system requirements. From the perspective of ongoing health system administration, is any system change always better than no system change? More subtle and intangible obstacles to engagement also exist. Foremost, dependence is after all the problem at hand and is defined by the irrational compulsion to smoke and the reluctance to stop. What are the subtle ways in which our assumptions about cognition, volition, and readiness influence our approach to care and undermine our effectiveness? Future attention should be paid to the social science insights that might be derived from studying tobacco users as a distinct cultural group. Particular attention should be paid to the unintended consequences of stigma and denormalization of behavior. How do we capitalize on the positive population-wide impact of motivational campaigns, such as graphic warnings and point-of-sale contacts, without amplifying the isolation, shame, and self-loathing that undermines an individual patient’s trust in the therapeutic relationship? Updating professional school curricula to include education about tobacco use and dependence, motivational interviewing, and the chronic illness model of tobacco-dependence treatment will increase the familiarity and confidence of clinicians and is likely to have a lasting influence on their willingness to deliver care for this population. Identifying the appropriate positioning of training within the system of graduated responsibility will help match educational requirements with clinical skill levels. Encouraging health plans and governmental agencies to simplify reimbursement mechanisms, coupled with research into the net effect of these incentive approaches, will be critical to efforts to increase engagement while constraining costs.

Studies of heavy smokers, highly nicotine-dependent patients, or individuals with high baseline serum cotinine levels suggest that such patients are at higher risk of relapse within 30 days of stopping tobacco-dependence medication than their less-dependent counterparts (184, 233, 234). This makes intuitive sense; however, it remains difficult to determine a priori who among our patients will benefit from which treatment and for how long. An evolving understanding of the variable nature of nicotine dependence is likely to improve our ability to individualize care, based perhaps on novel biomarkers or other phenotypic characterizations (235, 236).

Although the future of tobacco treatment may belong to the social scientists or the geneticists, there are a number of avenues of inquiry that would be of immediate usefulness to clinicians. For instance, strategies for optimizing the dose, duration, and combination of existing FDA-approved dependence medications could have a transformative effect in the clinic (156, 204). High-throughput models for studying existing medications, approved for other indications but with theoretical application to tobacco dependence, could accelerate our understanding of nicotine addiction treatment and have practical implications on our treatment paradigms. In fact, some of our most glaring knowledge gaps stem from early conceptualization of outcome measures that relate to “cessation” rather than to “control” as with most other chronic illnesses. Development of nonlinear, stochastic models of disease states, reflecting our observations that patterns of tobacco use and control of dependence are not uniform, will help us understand the true impact of adaptive treatment intervention within a population and may more accurately reflect the dynamic, lifelong nature of the illness.

A significant portion of the adolescent population currently uses tobacco, and efforts at both primary prevention and cessation remain of particular public health relevance. Bupropion and nicotine replacement therapies—including nicotine patches, gum, and nasal spray—have been studied to a limited extent in the adolescent population. Although trials suggest long-term quitting is difficult to achieve in adolescent smokers, significant reductions in tobacco consumption have been observed in response to pharmacotherapy (237, 238). In addition to counseling and behavioral interventions, pharmacotherapy should be considered for adolescent patients, individualized to account for smoking patterns and preferences.

It is clear that nicotine withdrawal symptoms cause relapse. Although tobacco-dependence medications are used to minimize the impulsivity of withdrawal, we lack compelling evidence for behavioral interventions’ role in reducing the emotional consequences of the compulsion to smoke. Mindfulness meditation may represent one mechanism by which behavioral-modification techniques might be used not only to change responses to compulsion but perhaps also to minimize the psychic drive to smoke. Methods for measuring degree of compulsion and the net effect on treatment outcomes have not yet been identified and will likely require refinement of adaptive intervention modeling in clinical trial design.

The field of tobacco dependence lacks a valid method for differentiating nicotine withdrawal symptoms from treatment side effects. Work to determine the clinically relevant genotypes that affect treatment outcomes and the risk of adverse effects would be beneficial. Standardized methods for estimating the impact of alternative tobacco products such as snus and e-cigarettes on the compulsion to smoke, their intrinsic abuse potential (particularly in recruiting new users), the likelihood of continued smoking, and the probability of side effects or adverse events are warranted.

Future research priorities should seek to clarify the complex relationships between biological and social/environmental determinants of cessation outcomes. For example, strategies aimed at maximizing the nascent impact of social media in altering smoking decision making would be of global value. Real-time ecologic analysis of user interactions, coupled with sophisticated content analysis, may provide a “big data” approach to describing the requirements for effective social media site and smartphone application design. Novel funding mechanisms to stimulate public–private partnerships may help test the promise of emerging technologies within small communities or municipalities.
Discussion

Since the publication of the 1996 ATS statement on tobacco, the world has experienced a period of remarkable growth in insight regarding the nature of the global tobacco epidemic. Although much has been accomplished, significant gaps in understanding remain, and implementation often lags well behind our insights. This report identifies a number of investigative opportunities for significantly reducing the toll of tobacco use. In the coming era of tobacco research, scientists from multiple disciplines will pool their talents and apply increasingly creative analytical methods to further illuminate the complex social, environmental, and biological codeterminants of tobacco use. Curbing the epidemic will require investigating methods that maximize the impact of existing, proven tools as well as identifying novel methods for interrupting the spread of illness.

A number of public and private granting mechanisms have created significant opportunity for scientific exploration. However, both the complexity and the enormity of the tobacco epidemic risk straining existing funding mechanisms unless accommodations are made to encourage innovative, nontraditional solutions to the problem. Government agencies should consider novel ways of leveraging their funds by partnering with similar agencies of other countries in pursuit of global solutions. Both public healthcare financing and private insurance agencies should consider pooling resources to establish funds from which competitive grants might encourage healthcare organizations to assume responsibility for controlling the epidemic within their communities. Public–private partnerships are an appealing way to stimulate innovation and entrepreneurship, and models that make organized efforts to reduce the prevalence of tobacco use financially attractive warrant further exploration. However, given the tobacco industry’s historical manipulation of academic research relationships to further its commercial interests (239), research relationships with the tobacco industry should continue to be strongly discouraged by the ATS and other professional societies (240).

Patient Perspective

From the patient’s perspective, tobacco use is a frightening proposition. What we do not know about smoking is still more frightening. It was difficult to reconcile being diagnosed with lung cancer more than a decade after quitting. My struggle to quit lasted more than 20 years, and it was always difficult to understand why. Pregnancy should have been a good time to quit, but despite tremendous effort, the best I could do was cut back. My family has experienced a number of difficulties because of smoking, and yet my son grew into adulthood to become a tobacco user himself, engaged in his own fight to quit. To the patient, tobacco use represents a number of unresolved questions. Why is it so hard to quit? How does smoking relieve life’s stressors? Have I passed my problem along to my child? Where do I go for help? What should that help look like? This ATS statement serves a critical need in this regard, describing the state of our understanding about these, and many other, important questions. In one document, the report offers readers an essential insight into many parts of the problem, from disciplines as varied as genetics to communication science, important to both researchers and patients alike.

The United States has seen remarkable declines in tobacco use since the landmark 1964 Surgeon General’s Report. Yet, each day, more than 3,000 children smoke their first cigarette, and more than half of adult cigarette smokers want to quit but can’t. From any perspective, this is an untenable situation. This ATS Research Statement takes an important step forward by compiling data from multiple sources and identifying opportunities for scientists and clinicians to improve the ways they help tobacco-dependent individuals. In particular, the report’s emphasis on the disparate impact of tobacco on various at-risk communities, and the discussion of specific barriers to cessation faced by many, represent an important contribution to efforts aimed at reducing inequalities in care.

This Research Statement was prepared by the American Thoracic Society Tobacco Action Committee.
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